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Collection MONDI
Collaboration and communication solutions

Mondi
Collection
The Mondi Collection is a range of products developed to create any desired work
environment, providing a link between the personal and the collective work space.
The products of the Mondi Collection are composed out of modular elements, so
different types of surfaces and materials can be incorporated, based on specific
and user preferences.

Let your teams
control their
workspace

Today’s workplaces are evolving towards more collaborative
and dynamic spaces, driven by open communication and
innovation. The Mondi Collection offers a genuine solution
to this evolution in working methods. It enables rapid
transformation of environments, by facilitating the transition
from one activity to another and increasing productivity
and collaboration. Hold a meeting and then brainstorm,
workshop or sprint. Need time to work with more focus? No
problem! Create a quiet space for more intimacy.

Happy team,
productive team
Offering a good quality of life at work today contributes
greatly to recruiting and keeping employees. Employees
want to feel at work as if they were at home. The Mondi
Collection, which is both decorative and functional, perfectly
meets these new requirements for flexibility, ergonomics
and user-friendliness of workspaces. And improving
the well-being of employees naturally impacts their
performance.

A unique experience
By expressing the company’s values, the workspace
reinforces the sense of attachment, helps maintain
employee commitment and transforms them into brand
ambassadors. The Mondi Collection makes it possible
to create a very unique and personal concept. Share
the history of your company by composing a unique
combination using a wide range of colours and materials.

MONDI

GALLERY

Architectural, MONDI GALLERY provides the freedom to

Streamline vertical workspaces such as partitions by

invent its own solution to adapt to its own needs. At a

manipulating surfaces, colours and functionalities (writing,

time when every square metre must be optimized and

display, projection, integration of technologies such as LCD

collaboration must be the focus of the company, the board

touch screens, acoustics, plant decoration). Finally create a

can no longer be ignored - quite the contrary. Get the best

unique and inspiring space!

from the walls to which the MONDI GALLERY offers both a
functional and an aesthetic dimension.

Designed to encourage movement and collaboration,
MONDI MUZE is a mobile partition that can be flexibly
moved from one configuration to another according to the
needs of the workspace thanks to its wheels. It is doublesided and can be composed of writing and display surfaces,
a plant wall or acoustic panels.

MONDI

MUSE

Enamelled steel
Guaranteed for life and 99% recyclable, e3 enamel steel
offers, in addition to absolute writing and erasing comfort,
a magnetic display and increased resistance to scratches,
bacteria and chemicals. You can choose between felttip white or projection, green/black/blue or chalk grey,
depending on your needs.

Glass
This ultra-smooth and bright glass
provides an elegant communication
surface that is easy to write on and to
maintain, which provides a magnetic
display. Available in an infinite range
of colours and decors thanks to digital
printing.

Cork
Cork offers a natural and warm surface
which can be used for displaying
notes, memos, pictures and other
documents, using push pins. Made out

Acoustic
The vertical absorbers, made of highdensity recycled glass wool, reduce
echoes and improve speech clarity
to create optimal indoor acoustic
comfort.

Lichen
Stabilized lichen adds a very graphic
green touch. It is available in more
than 26 colours and needs neither
light nor watering.
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